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Abstract— Mobile Optical Free Space networks are an emerg-
ing technology that will offer low-delay and high speed con-
nectivity using air-borne and ground wireless laser terminals.
The time-variable link capacity and dynamic topology make
Quality of Service provisioning a difficult problem. We present
an architecture for end-to-end statistical delay guarantees. We
describe a delay model that uses the concept of virtual traffic
to accommodate link capacity variations and transient outages.
A mechanism for deploying dependable TCP services is imple-
mented in this QoS-enabled network. The primary-backup TCP
replication mechanism is supported by the routing infrastructure
and allows transparent server replication. We illustrate perfor-
mance improvements with simulation results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent developments of wireless optical technologies in
the areas of beam pointing, acquisition and tracking ([1])
have opened the possibility of building Mobile Optical Free
Space (MOFS) networks consisting of ground and airborne
terminals carried on airplanes or airships. Long-endurance
flight platforms such as NASA’s Helios UAV [2] or SansWire’s
Stratellite ([3]), could provide continuous networking coverage
via direct wireless laser links and RF links (e.g. WiMAX)
to cities or remote communities. Figure 1 illustrates such
a network. A multi-hop ad-hoc topology running the IP
protocol suite has increased ability to route traffic around areas
with adverse weather ([4]). At stratospheric altitudes wireless
optical links can achieve 2-10 Gbps over hundreds of km.
For military applications, MOFS networks can extend Gbps
connectivity to remote theaters of operation.

MOFS networks raise significant problems for deployment
of applications demanding Quality of Service (QoS). Link
quality is time-variable and hard to model theoretically. Signal
fading is caused by scintillation from atmospheric turbulence,
especially on long links. Absorption from clouds makes links
unusable. With multi-aperture nodes alternate links can be set
up to form routes that avoid space with adverse transmission
effects.

In this paper we present a QoS architecture for MOFS
networks, OptiExpress, that provides statistical guarantees for
delay and fault tolerant TCP services. OptiExpress includes
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Fig. 1. MOFS network concept

QoS mechanisms (NetEx) capable to accommodate variations
in network quality at different levels: link quality variation,
short/long term link outages (< 10 ms), topology changes. Our
approach leverages standard IP protocols and is implementable
on COTS IP routing equipment with little changes. Earlier
results related to this project have been published in [5].

QoS frameworks for RF wireless ad-hoc networks have been
studied extensively. The main challenge is the variable link
capacity and intermittent connectivity. Frameworks for delay
guarantees on wired lines ([6]) cannot be applied directly in
this context. [7] proposes an approach for statistical delay
and drop guarantees in single-hop wireless networks using
admission control and earliest deadline first scheduling. Other
efforts for QoS in MANETs look into bandwidth reservation
and QoS routing. Insignia ([8]) uses in-band signaling for
bandwidth reservation in IP MANETs supporting multiple
routing protocols.

The next section describes the QoS Architecture. Section
III presents our approach for QoS-enabled dependable TCP
services. Section IV continues with a review of performance
results. We conclude in Section V with a summary and
comments on future work.

II. QOS ARCHITECTURE

The OptiExpress QoS architecture gives per class proba-
bilistic guarantees for end-to-end packet delays. This means
that for any packet that enters the network and is assigned
to class i, the delay violation probability (DVP), P (De

i >
de

i ) ≤ Ei, where De
i is the random variable for packet delay,



Fig. 2. Variable link capacity and virtual traffic

de
i is the maximum acceptable end-to-end delay, and Ei is

the maximum acceptable DVP for class i packets. The delays
discussed in this paper include only the transmission and
queuing delays. The propagation and processing delays can
be estimated and factored out.

The end-to-end delay on a route R is: de
i =

∑
k∈R dk

i , where
dk

i is the maximum delay on link k. The end-to-end delay
guarantee is satisfied when

P (De
i > de

i ) ≤ 1 −
∏
k∈R

(1 − P (Dk
i > dk

i )) ≤ Ei. (1)

One way to compute a partition for end-to-end delay is
to split it equally per link: dk

i = di/|R|. An alternative is
to assign a delay per link inverse proportional to the link
capacity: dk

i = di/(Ck

∑
j∈R 1/Cj). To determine the DVP

per link, P (Dk
i > dk

i ), the model has two key requirements:
1. network routers must use priority packet schedulers, and 2.
traffic at any router is regulated by leaky bucket shapers, and
traffic arrivals are independent random variables. The highest
scheduling priority is 1. The service curve of the total traffic
of priority i and higher on a link k is:

B�(t + dk
i ) =

i−1∑
q=1

∑
j∈Gi

Bq,j(t + dk
i ) +

∑
j∈Gi

Bi,j(t). (2)

Bi,j is the statistical traffic envelope of the traffic arrival for
flow j belonging to the group Gi of all flows with priority i.

A delay model where the effective capacity for transmission
on a link is time-variable, C(t), is equivalent to a model where
the link capacity is constant C, and where a virtual highest
priority traffic with data rate Cv(t) = C − C(t) models the
variable part of the link rate. Figure 2 shows the concept of
virtual traffic. Packet delays in the link model with the variable
capacity C(t) are equal to delays in the model with the virtual
traffic.

Define S(t) the stochastic service curve of the wireless
optical link. Then, the virtual traffic has a service curve
B(t) = C·t − S(t). As delay violations occur when effective
bandwidth is insufficient, the per-link DVP becomes:

P (Dk
i > dk

i )

≤ max
t>0

P (B′(t + dk
i ) + B�(t + dk

i ) ≥ C · (t + dk
i )). (3)

Because all random variables involved are independent, it
is possible to compute the end-to-end DVP as in Eq. 1 by
convolution. We describe next an estimation of B′, the virtual
traffic service curve.

A. Link Estimation

The link capacity C is determined using link parameters,
such as data rate and FEC rate. We modeled the virtual traffic
that emulates the link capacity time variation with a leaky
bucket. Measurements for link faults ([9]) on wireless optical
links indicated link outages of duration τ = 10 ms that occur
on average every T = 1.5 s. A simple interpretation for a
leaky bucket model is to consider that between outages the
bucket fills in with rate ρv . When it is full, a link outage
drains the bucket at link capacity C. Thus, we have σv =
C · τ when the bucket drains during outage at full link rate,
σv = ρv(T − t) when the bucket fills between two outages,
and ρv = Cτ/(T − t).

In general, measuring the effective data link capacity C(t)
may not be practical, as it requires the link to be continuously
active at full load. A better approach is to have the link layer
record link outages. Let the set of faults be {〈ti, τi〉}i=1..m. ti
is the time when fault i−1 has completed and τi is the duration
of fault i. Assuming that prior fault history is a predictor for
future behavior, the leaky bucket fault parameters are σv =
C maxi=1..m τi and ρv = maxi=1..m σv/(ti+1 − ti − τi).

B. Link Delay Approximation

If the number of flows per link is large enough and flows
are independent, the distribution of B∗(t+di) can be approx-
imated with the Central Limit Theorem, as in [5] and [6]. Let
nj = |Gj |, the number of flows from class j on a link. We
consider a deterministic leaky bucket arrival envelope for flows
in Gj , bi,j(t) = σj+ρjt, where ρj is the average flow data rate
for a class j flow and σj is the maximum burst size. By using a
Gaussian approximation over intervals, the c.d.f. of B�(t+di)
is bounded by a normal distribution N(φi(t), RVi(t)):

P (B�(t + di) < x) ≤ Φ

(
x − φi(t)√

RVi(t)

)
, (4)

where φi(t) is the mean aggregate data rate of the flows
forming B∗, φi(t) = (t + di)

∑i−1
q=1 nqρq + tniρi, RVi(t)

is the aggregate rate variance envelope of the B∗ flows,
RVi(t) = (t + di)2

∑i−1
q=1 nqρqσq + tniρiσi, and Φ is the

c.d.f. of the normal distribution.
Before a flow can be admitted in the network, Eq. 3 checks

whether delay guarantees can be satisfied. This computation
involves multiple convolutions and has a high CPU overhead in
scenarios with heavy flow arrival rate. To avoid this overhead,
the QoS architecture uses Utilization Based Admission Control
([10]), which is insensitive to flow population. With UBAC, all
flows from a class i share a fraction of the link capacity αiC.
Admission control limits the total number of flows from a class
i on a particular link to ni = �αiC/ρi�, with αi ∈ (0, 1) and∑

class i αi ≤ 1. This partition guarantees that assumptions
for Eqs. 2-4 and DVP limits are satisfied.



The mean rate and the rate variance for the aggregate traffic
of the same or higher priority become:

φi(t) = (t + di)
∑i−1

q=1 αiC + tαiC and

RVi(t) = (t + di)2
∑i−1

q=1 αiσiC + tαiσiC.
These equations are integrated with Eqs. 2-4 to determine

the end-to-end delay guarantees from Eq. 1.

C. QoS Reconfiguration

In a similar approach to DiffServ, ingress routers classify
IP packets and assign them to one of m traffic classes,
according to a service level agreement or QoS contract. A
QoS specification for a class i flow includes σi, ρi, the
edge-to-edge delay de

i , the DVP limit, Ei,max and the flow
priority i. The network manager defines the per-class capacity
partition 〈αi〉i=1..m. Using routing state and Eq. 1, the system
determines the DVP limit for delays along all routes. If for
a class i, on at least one route the edge-to-edge delay limit
is not satisfied, then dk

i or Ei,max could be increased. But
this approach is unacceptable for users, as it interferes with
application QoS.

The alternative is to reduce the link capacity allocated for
real-time traffic classes to a fraction ν, called safe utilization
bound. The maximum number of flows from a class i, admis-
sible on a link k of capacity C becomes

nk
i = �ναiC/ρi�, with ν ∈ (0, 1).

ν is computed with a binary search in the (0,1) interval. The
selection is based on testing whether the DVP for all classes i,
on all source-destination routes, falls below the limit Ei,max.
The search stops when ν converges. In our experiments,
utilization bounds of 70 − 90% have been reached. With this
approach, admission control for new flows checks whether the
maximum number of flows of class i has exceeded limit nk

i ,
on all links k along a route. When routes change, UBAC
recalculates ν. After that, UBAC reconsiders admission for
all flows for which the source-destination path has changed.
Excess flows with lower priority are selected for adaptation
in order to release sufficient capacity for more important
flows. Admission is attempted for these flows, in classes with
satisfactory QoS, or they are terminated. Adaptation follows
the policies configured by the network manager. Adaptation
will be discussed in an upcoming paper. This configuration
process, followed by re-admission and adaptation is called
QoS Reconfiguration.

D. The OptiExpress Architecture

The OptiExpress QoS architecture supports the stan-
dard TCP/IP protocols. Routers employ priority-based packet
schedulers and leaky bucket shapers to maintain traffic inde-
pendence and to limit the traffic arrival envelopes. A Band-
width Broker (BB) service handles QoS reconfiguration (com-
putes ν and nk

i ) and performs admission control. It maintains
state on the per-link aggregate load from real-time flows and
keeps the number of flows of class i on a link k below
nk

i . A configuration protocol transmits classification rules to
edge routers. Since the BB needs access to routing state, the
QoS architecture requires an interface to the routing protocols.

Fig. 3. HydraNet-DS architecture

In our simulations the EIGRP routing protocol exports these
tables to the BB. The link failure detection of EIGRP is
tuned to be sensitive to short failures of 50 ms in order
speed up rerouting. Traffic at ingress is classified according to
SLAs, policies or negotiated flow admission contracts ([11]).
Conforming packets are assigned a Differentiated Services
Code Point for priority scheduling. Other packets are set to
best effort.

The BB uses TCP as transport protocol. To improve system
reliability, an OptiExpress deployment would install the BB
service as a replicated TCP service using HydraNet-DS. With
this setup, the BB could survive connectivity outages.

Scalability for large MOFS networks (>100 nodes) can be
enhanced by partitioning the network topology into QoS Do-
mains. Each domain would provide statistical delay guarantees
within its boundary.

III. DEPENDABLE TCP SERVICES

Service replication is an established method for improv-
ing reliability of critical applications in environments where
servers and network connections can fail. In the MOFS net-
work, links may experience failures due to weather effects
that may not be mitigated quickly enough by rerouting.
We present a primary-backup scheme, HydraNet-DS (Direct
Server) derived from HydraNet-FT [12]. This system supports
deterministic servers. We have integrated HydraNet-DS with
the QoS mechanisms presented above. In HydraNet a primary
TCP server has n identical replicas distributed in the network.
A TCP-based failure detection mechanism allows a backup
to quickly take over the primary role in case of failures. A
key feature of HydraNet is that the replication and failover
are entirely transparent to client processes/hosts. With our
extensions, replication is transparent to the servers as well,
requiring no changes to the machines or to the server software.
Figure 3 shows a typical HydraNet-DS architecture.

This architecture implements a TCP fault-tolerant service
by replicating the server application on multiple machines. All
replicas bind to the same TCP port. Clients open one or more
TCP connections to the primary server. The service replication
architecture implements atomic, ordered, one-to-many from



clients to the server group and many-to-one transmission from
servers to the clients.

The supporting infrastructure consists of Redirectors
(routers connecting clients to the MOFS network), the router
connecting the Primary Server to the MOFS network (PR)
and routers connecting backup servers to the network (BRi).
A Redirector intercepts packets sent by a client to the pri-
mary server. The Redirector has a redirection table describing
service access points for each replicated service. When it
intercepts a packet from a client, the Redirector forwards
it to the primary server and also tunnels it towards the
backup server-side routers, BR1 . . . BRn, using an IP-in-IP
encapsulation. To provide ordered and atomic communication,
HydraNet-DS builds an ACK chain between the backup server
side routers and PR:

BRn → BRn−1 → ... → BR1 → PR.
All chain routers receive packets from clients, but only

BRn extracts immediately the packet and forwards it to server
replica n. When BRn receives a TCP ACK from replica n, it
forwards only the ACK number to BRn−1, on the ACK chain.
Only now can BRn−1 forward the client’s packet to replica
n − 1. This process, deliveryi → ACKi → forwardi−1,
propagates down the chain. Router PR eventually delivers the
packet to the primary server. This process guarantees that the
primary server receives a packet only after confirmed delivery
on all other replicas.

Handling server response is similar. When BRn receives a
TCP segment packet from replica n, it strips the TCP sequence
number and it sends this number to BRn−1. This is repeated
up the chain. After BRi receives the packet with the sequence
number for a byte k from BRi+1, and also a packet with a
byte k from replica i, BRi forwards k’s sequence number
up the chain, towards PR. When PR receives this sequence
number, it will forward the corresponding packet to the client
after the primary replies. Note that only the packets sent from
the primary server will be transmitted to the client. Packets
originating from backup servers will not be transmitted on the
MOFS network. This protocol makes sure that a client receives
a packet only if all replicas have transmitted a corresponding
copy.

Message ordering is provided by the TCP sequence number
mechanism. Routers involved can recognize TCP retransmis-
sions. If a packet is lost, the TCP flow control will detect a
timeout and will retransmit. If a HydraNet router identifies re-
peated retransmissions, a failure detection protocol will notify
the HydraNet-DS routers. If a replica is down or connectivity
is lost, the ACK chain will be reconfigured.

Mechanisms for building fault-tolerant TCP services have
been proposed before. FT-TCP ([13]) uses wrappers around
TCP server code to forward TCP traffic to a logger that stores
the server state. In case the primary fails, a new server will
be initialized using the state stored from the previous primary.
This system may experience long failover delays due to server
initialization. With M-TCP ([14]) clients open TCP connec-
tions to any server from a pool of replicas. Servers log the
state of their client connections. Policies control how clients

Fig. 4. End-to-end packet delay for four scenarios

can migrate their connections to another server depending on
connection performance. ST-TCP ([15]) uses a primary-backup
scheme, with the backup server intercepting the client-server
TCP stream at MAC level. The backup detects primary failures
with a heartbeat protocol, allowing rapid failover. Compared
to HydraNet-DS, these solutions are less transparent for the
server replicas.

IV. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

We have evaluated the performance of the QoS architecture
with simulations in OPNET (http://opnet.com). We present
here a set of representative results. We used topologies similar
to Figure 1. The network runs Cisco’s EIGRP routing protocol,
configured to test neighbor reachability every 250 ms. The IP
forwarding code has been modified to hold off transmissions
to the link layer when the outgoing link is interrupted. The
network is loaded with best effort traffic (http and email). The
safe utilization bound for CBR real-time flows with 10 ms
independent link faults (1.5 s inter-arrival time) was measured
at 80.55%.

The average, maximum end-to-end delays and the standard
deviation are shown in Figure 4 for four scenarios combining
QoS enabled/disabled, and presence of link faults (10 ms
duration/1.5s arrival interval). When QoS is disabled, all
traffic flows are scheduled FIFO. The reduction in delay is
considerable with QoS. In these experiments we measured
a 337 ms QoS reconfiguration delay, including the EIGRP
route convergence time. The aggregate peak overhead was
below 1.5% of link capacity. Table I shows TCP performance
numbers for an HTTP service configured by HydraNet-DS
with one backup server. We measured the average delays for
loading a complete 5-object web page, the TCP segment delay
and the delay penalty from having the ACK chain. When
QoS is enabled, all HTTP flows and the ACK chain will be
assigned a higher priority, so the delay drops to a low level.
The measured TCP open connection delay penalty is 182 µs
and the failover delay is 53 ms.



TABLE I

TCP PERFORMANCE WITH HYDRANET-DS REPLICATION (MS)

V. CONCLUSIONS

Mobile Optical Free Space networks are an exciting new
technology that could be used to provide low-delay and high-
speed connectivity to remote networks. The dynamic quality of
the wireless optical link hinders deployment of real-time dis-
tributed applications demanding end-to-end delay guarantees.
In this paper we present a QoS architecture that implements
statistical delay guarantees for end-to-end communication in
the optical wireless network. In this model, statistical service
curves are used to represent link capacity and traffic arrival. A
model of virtual traffic arrival estimates the capacity variation
of the optical links due to atmospheric effects and is integrated
with delay violation computation.

We also present an architecture for reliable TCP services
based on a primary-backup scheme with transparent deploy-
ment and failover for clients and server replicas. Our solution
includes in the ACK chain the edge routers connecting the
server replicas.

The OptiExpress protocols can be further improved. The
centralized bandwidth broker can be replaced with a dis-
tributed architecture that uses RSVP and MPLS for enforcing
link utilization limits. As an alternative, we consider replicat-
ing the bandwidth broker service with HydraNet-DS.
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